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EstateWall®
The grand statement

EstateWall with Flush post tops and External wall capping

EstateWall is our robust masonryalternative modular wall that creates a
grand entrance.

Perfect for:
• Front walls
• Entrance walls

Showcasing our largest posts yet,
EstateWall is designed for those who
are looking for an elegant blend of
distinction and sophistication.

• Premium boundary walls
• Feature walls
• Security perimeters
- Up to 3m high*
-	Easily mount a letterbox into the
post for front wall applications
-	Add lighting and gates for secure
boundaries
-	Integrate TerraFirm retaining panels
to retain up to 750mm
(2.5 kPa surcharge live loads)
- Expressed Joint option available
-	Offers Flush or External post top
and wall capping options
-	Bushfire rated to BAL29
(BAL40 available on request)

External post tops, Flush wall capping & slats

*Wind region & terrain specific - see
website product pages for further
details

POST AND PANEL OPTIONS
POSTS: PRIMED GALVANISED STEEL (350X235MM)

Flush Post Top
Flush Wall Capping

Flush Post Top
External Wall Capping

PANEL THICKNESS: 75MM

External Post Top
Flush Wall Capping

External Post Top
External Wall Capping

750mm

Standard Joint

Expressed Joint

Integrate TerraFirm panel (75mm) to
retain up to 750mm (2.5 kPa)

CASE STUDY 1

THREE BIRDS RENOVATIONS
#MAKEITMODULAR WITH ESTATEWALL

Three Birds Renovations’ House 10 features many firsts; their first new build,
their first collaboration and their first time using ModularWalls! Making a
striking debut into the Three Birds universe, an EstateWall front wall delivers a
grand first impression for the Hinterland Hideaway, hinting at the wonders of
the Mediterranean farmhouse perched at the end of the winding driveway.

WATCH THE VIDEO:

Three Birds Renovations have built a cult following through their exquisite
designs and knack for flair; this front wall was no exception! Of all the wall styles
in ModularWalls’ product range, the EstateWall effortlessly creates a grand
statement entry for this stunning home.
This particular modular masterpiece stood at 1.5m high and featured Flust
post tops to support a modern, clean pillar aesthetic, combined with External
wall capping, to create a subtle frame around the panel for herringbone feature
tiling, using the Nunderi Matt White Subway Tile by TileCloud.
Finally, to complete the iconic white-on-white Three Birds aesthetic, the posts
and wall capping were simply painted in Casper White by Dulux. This was the
same exterior paint as the rest of the house facade, which proved to be an easy,
cost-effective way to ensure aesthetic harmony with the rest of the home.

https://modularwalls.com.au/
case_studies/front-wall-threebirds-renovations/

CASE STUDY 2

BARRY DU BOIS BUILDS
DIY ESTATEWALL FRONT WALL FOR
MIGUEL’S FAMILY HOME

Miguel Maestre, from Channel 10’s The Living Room, required a sturdy, secure
front wall to boost privacy and security in order to protect his young family from
the busy main road. So, Miguel approached his best friend, master builder and
DIY guru Barry Du Bois, to devise a fast, affordable solution that ticked all the
boxes.
While his first priority was to keep his children safe and reduce traffic noise, he
also wanted a premium wall solution that would harmonise with the modern
architectural aesthetic of his newly built home.

WATCH THE VIDEO:

Due to the urgent nature of the project, as well as their limited spare time, Barry
got on the phone with ModularWalls, knowing their team could design and
supply a rapid DIY solution.
The EstateWall front wall directly responded to Miguel’s request for a sturdy
privacy wall and provided maximum security for his family.
The robust posts delivered a grand aesthetic, whilst the cementitious surface of
the panels provided a premium render-look finish that perfectly complemented
his home.
With a little help from Barry, the DIY install was quick, simple and dramatically
cut costs, leaving ample budget for the rest of the landscaping.
The wall was finished in the same exterior paint as the house for aesthetic
consistency and customised with aluminium slats, gates, lighting and a letterbox.

https://modularwalls.com.au/
case_studies/diy-front-wallprivacy/

CASE STUDY 3

ESTATEWALL™ DRAMATICALLY
BOOSTS STREET APPEAL FOR
CORNER BLOCK NEW BUILD

With premium corner block fencing and architectural landscaping, this striking
home has become a focal point for local residents of Harrington Park. The grand
statement EstateWall boosted street appeal, levelled sloping land, boosted
privacy and created a secure outdoor oasis; all with one sleek wall system.
The grand EstateWall offers a dramatic grand statement for this home,
proudly showcasing fountains of ferns against its fresh, white canvas. The
unique combination of Flush post tops and External wall capping creating a
clean frame aesthetic. The smooth, white finish supported the home’s modern
architectural values and harmonised with the outdoor room and feature front
entrance.
Furthermore, this homeowner was able to level their lot and create lineal
structure to their landscaping within the very same wall system. By integrating
a TerraFirm retaining panel int the bottom level, the EstateWall system can
retain up to 750mm of soil. In fact, this retaining wall wrapped around the entire
corner property, seamlessly turning into a low front wall.
With integrated post lighting casting a regal glow throughout the darker hours,
this beacon of contemporary architecture is a standout feature of the block,
catching many an admiring eye in the neighbourhood.

“The grand
EstateWall offers a
dramatic
grand statement
for this home,
proudly showcasing
fountains of ferns
against its
fresh, white
canvas”

CASE STUDY 4

STRIKING HOME CHOOSES
ESTATEWALL™ MODULAR WALL FOR
GRAND ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

This phenomenal home in Thornlands, QLD, incorporated laser cut decorative
screens within the grand aesthetic of the EstateWall modular wall system for
their visually striking front wall design.
Perfectly complementing the architectural design of their modern home, the
EstateWall ran between timber vertical slat-wall elements along the street-side
boundary of their corner-block property.
The front section of wall utilised customised decorative elements to create a
statement look, while the side boundary ensured privacy and security to the
backyard.
The EstateWall is ModularWalls’ grandest residential product, with the 75mm
thick panels mirroring the look of a rendered, double brick masonry structure.
The wall systems can be easily customised and elements such as decorative
panels, lighting, letterboxes and gates can all be easily incorporated into the
design.

“The front section
utilised customised
decorative
elements to create
a statement look,
while the side
boundary ensured
privacy and
security”

CASE STUDY 5

LANDSCAPING ON A SLOPE
MADE EASY WITH INTEGRATED
TERRAFIRM RETAINING PANELS

Sloping blocks present some truly unique landscaping challenges. Retaining walls have long been a saving grace for
landscaping on a slope; but now, with our modular wall systems, you can seamlessly integrate retaining into your
boundary wall!
For this corner block home in Newmarket, QLD, our TerraFirm retaining solutions were utilised within both standalone and
integrated wall systems. The front standalone retaining wall provided a stunning planter box feature, whilst the integrated
retaining created a sleek, seamless boundary solution. The EstateWall boundary wall was continued into the backyard,
right up to the glass fencing around the pool area, which highlighted one of the biggest perks of a sloped block; the
gorgeous views!

Save costs
Installing a brick or block retaining wall, as well as a boundary fence on top, can
double or even triple your fencing budget. Spending so much on a functional
feature can be frustrating, and leave less budget for the ‘fun’ outdoor area
expenses.
With our wall systems, you can drastically cut expenses by integrating retaining
panels into your boundary wall. The result? More money to spend on new plants,
funky lighting and an outdoor fire pit!

Save time
Renovations can be a time-sensitive process, with one step requiring completion
before the next stage can begin. Compared to traditional retaining wall options,
like brick or block, our wall systems are installed in just 1/4 of the time! Level
your lot as quickly as possible, so you can get to work on tiling patios, laying
lawns and planting
garden beds.

Seamless finish
Mixing materials is a popular design trend this year; however, a steel fence on
top of a brick retaining wall is not quite the look they’re referring to. In fact, it
can age your home and even drag down your property value. On the other hand,
our seamlessly integrated retaining systems instantly boost the overall aesthetic
of your home, whilst achieving a premium rendered aesthetic.

CASE STUDY 6

DIY FRONT WALL SAVES HASSLE AND
COST OF COUNCIL APPROVAL

This year, we went on a hunting spree for the best #DIYMODWALLS in
Australia, and we found some absolute pearlers. We caught up with our third
winner, Darren Pelacchi, of SE Melbourne, about how his DIY front wall saved
him significant costs and time by bypassing the council approval process*!
“We looked at a few different wall systems and liked EstateWall the best - as
well as the fact that it looked easy enough to do ourselves!” exclaimed Darren.
“It emulated a rendered brick wall with the thickness, but was super easy to DIY.
We just used a render, added our own lights and some Stratco Ezi slat panel
inserts!”
“It looks exactly like a rendered brick wall, but went up quicker and easier - and
all for a lot less dollars!”
But the ease of DIY install wasn’t the only advantage that caught Darren’s
attention. “A brick wall required council approval and this didn’t, so it created big
savings and an ease of install, with wider flexibility of choices,” Darren explains.
“The ModularWalls team were also extremely helpful,” added Darren. “They
helped with measurements and calculation and assisted with all my DIY
questions. They even organised an urgent delivery to Victoria to meet install
timelines for one part I forgot to order! All in all, a very happy customer, with a
great result, from a great team!”
“Thank you once again for so much help during the process. It truly was a
pleasure dealing with you and we’ll definitely be back!”

*Council approvals differ by region. Please ensure you check with your own local
council regarding requirements about front walls or boundary fencing approvals,
as well as height regulations.

“A brick wall
required
council approval
and this didn’t,
so it created
big savings and
an ease of install,
with wider flexibility
of choices...
Thank you
once again for
so much help
during the process.”

CASE STUDY 7

COMBINING MODERN FENCING
WITH CLASSICAL FEATURES

The client wanted to create a brick-style boundary wall as part of an extensive
overhaul of this residential property in Sydney’s North Shore, involving the
construction of a council crossover driveway and the installation of artificial turf
to create additional parking space. The client wanted a solid, masonry-style wall
with an iron fencing feature that would compliment the rest of the property.
The client opted to use the EstateWall on the grounds of its ability to
incorporate a broad range of traditional fencing features, as well as its low cost
compared to traditional rendered brick.
The installer texture-coated the EstateWall to give it the exact appearance of
a tuscan rendered surface, as well as custom sandstone caps to enhance this
effect.
The client then chose to incorporate custom-produced spear-top iron fencing to
the wall, conferring it with a distinguished appearance that was consistent with
the architectural design of the house itself.
Dispensing the need for deep footings or complex engineering, the installer
managed to erect the entire wall within days, as compared to at least two weeks
needed for a masonry structure of the same dimensions. According to the client,
this helped reduce the cost of the wall to as little as half that for a traditional
brick option, saving her as much as $10,000.
The final result was an aesthetically pleasing wall that is firm and sturdy in
appearance, and all but indistinguishable from a traditional masonry wall to the
naked eye; for a fraction of the cost and isntall time.

“This helped
reduce the cost
of the wall
to as little as
half that for a
traditional
brick option,
saving her
as much as
$10,000”

CASE STUDY 8

DESIGNER HOME CREATES TEXTURAL
CONTRAST WITH RAW TIMBER INFILLS

The developers of a residential project in the Melbourne seaside suburb
of Point Cook wanted to create boundary walls for the corner lots that
would provide a stylistic complement to the semi-timber architectural
design of the homes themselves.
At the installer’s recommendation, the developers opted to use the
EstateWall, on the grounds of the product’s impressive appearance
and high level of adaptability, as well as its greatly reduced cost. The
EstateWall is specifically designed to replicate the appearance and
dimensions of a traditional brick wall, while still retaining the cost and
installation advantages of a modular solution.
In addition to reproducing the robust appearance of a standard masonry
structure, the EstateWall is a highly adaptable product that is capable
of incorporating decorative features such as timber infills. In the case
of the Point Cook residential development, this permitted the creation
of a handsome, robust-looking boundary wall with full-height sections
of timber infill consisting of Cyprus Pine battens. The mixed pine and
masonry appearance of the finished EstateWall boundary fence fully
complemented the striking architectural design of the homes themselves.
The EstateWall provided pivotal advantages compared to traditional
masonry structures, including quicker and easier installation because it
is a modular product that does not require complex engineering or deep
footings. This dramatically reduces the time and labour needed for the
completion of a project . As a result, the total cost of a modular wall
solution can be as little as half that required by a traditional masonry
structure of similar dimensions under the same conditions.

“At the installer’s
recommendation,
the developers
opted to use
EstateWall,
on the grounds
of the product’s
impressive
appearance
and high level of
adaptability,
as well as its
greatly reduced
cost”

CASE STUDY 9

A WORK OF ART FOR WARWICK FARM
RACECOURSE PERIMETER WALL

As part of a $25M upgrade project, Warwick Farm Racecourse required a
perimeter wall with an aesthetic elegance that honoured the heritage, history
and tradition of the area. Additionally, the solution needed acoustic properties
to shield the horses from the traffic noise caused by Governor Macquarie Drive.
The aesthetically grand yet versatile EstateWall provided the perfect canvas for
this acoustically rated boundary wall.
From concept designs, to sample panels, to final installation, ModularWalls
worked closely with the main client, William Inglis & Son Ltd, to refine and
perfect the final solution.
Custom post caps and framed panels worked in harmony to create a visually
striking yet graceful wall design. CNC cut signage and equestrian silhouettes
were meticulously applied by hand along the wall, embracing the excitement
and vitality of the events within.
The final solution perfectly harmonised with the existing side boundary,
showcasing classical features of cast iron fencing and large pillars.

“CNC cut signage
and equestrian
silhouettes
were meticulously
applied by hand
along the wall,
embracing the
excitement and
vitality of the
events within”

CASE STUDY 10

HIGHLY SIMPLIFIED FRONT WALL
SOLUTION FOR MOOREBANK
BY MIRVAC

Working closely with the client, Mirvac Homes, ModularWalls was engaged to
supply and install a front wall for the Moorebank community development. Due
to time restraints, our highly simplified process was incredibly attractive to the
client, saving them time and money on a number of fronts.
Mirvac also wished to avoid the hassle of multiple trades for this portion of work;
being able to construct, customise and finish the wall with one contractor was
highly attractive, and simply not possible with masonry or brick alternatives.
A highlighted success of the project was the collaboration between client,
community, contractor and ModularWalls.
Engaging Select Fencing to install the product, ModularWalls was able to
deliver a synergetic solution, from design to construct. They delivered high
quality workmanship and on-site professionalism that ensured a smooth, hasslefree installation.
Due to the post and rail nature of the modular wall, they were able to overcome
retaining requirements, service easements across the building line and did not
require council approval. The grand EstateWall style varied between 1.5m to
3.0m in height, and included several customised features including slats, gates
and letterboxes.
The residents of the Moorebank community development can now enjoy the
benefits of high quality materials, premium aesthetics, and a heightened level
of privacy and security, whilst the developer enjoyed a relatively low cost for a
high-end finish.

“Mirvac also wished
to avoid the hassle
of multiple trades
for this portion
of work; being
able to construct,
customise and
finish the wall with
one contractor was
highly attractive,
and simply not
possible with
masonry or brick
alternatives”

